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Abstract

We construct a new infinite family of directed strongly regular graphs, as Cayley graphs

of certain semidirect product groups. This generalizes an earlier construction of Klin,

Munemasa, Muzychuk, and Zieschang on some dihedral groups.
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1. Introduction

Strongly regular graphs have been extensively studied (see e.g. [3,10]), and were
generalized to directed strongly regular graphs in [4]. Klin et al. [9] constructed an
infinite family of directed strongly regular graphs as Cayley graphs of D2m; the
dihedral group of order 2m; for odd m (see also [7,11]). Dihedral groups may be
realized as semidirect products. We extend the construction of Klin et al. to a larger
family of semidirect products that includes the dihedral groups D2m (m odd), all
metacyclic groups, and other groups as well. We thus find a new infinite family of
directed strongly regular graphs.

This construction relies upon group automorphisms with a certain symmetry
condition we call the ‘‘q-orbit condition’’ (see Section 3). Our first main result,
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Theorem 3.3, shows how to build a directed strongly regular graph whenever an
automorphism with this condition exists. We follow that with general examples of
such automorphisms, culminating in our second main result, Corollary 4.3, which
gives the parameter sets of all the directed strongly regular graphs we can construct
from these automorphisms. It seems likely that there are still other automorphisms
with the q-orbit condition, which would therefore lead to new directed strongly
regular graphs.

We start in Section 2 with a review of the definitions of directed strongly regular
graphs and Cayley graphs, and of a condition that makes it easy to check whether a
Cayley graph is directed strongly regular. Section 3 contains the statement and proof
of our first main result (Theorem 3.3), including the definition of the q-orbit
condition. In Section 4, we find automorphisms with this condition, and, in our
second main result (Corollary 4.3), use them to construct directed strongly regular
graphs. We also include in this section several specific examples of the construction.
Section 5 briefly concludes with a list of the parameters of all the new directed
strongly regular graphs we have constructed with at most 100 vertices.

2. Graphs

We begin by establishing the graph theory notation we use.
We say G ¼ ðV ;EÞ is a directed graph with vertices V if EDV � V �

fðv; vÞ : vAVg: We call the elements of E the edges of G; and, when ðv;wÞAE; we
say there is an edge from v to w; and write v-w: Note that we disallow loops v-v;
but we do allow a pair of vertices v;w to simultaneously satisfy v-w and w-v; and
we refer to such a pair of edges as a bidirected edge.

If v is a vertex of a directed graph then the indegree of v is the number of vertices w

such that w-v; and the outdegree is the number of vertices w such that v-w: A
directed graph is regular of degree k if every vertex has indegree and outdegree k:

The length of a directed path v0-v1-?-vm is m; the number of edges in the
path.

Definition. A regular directed graph of degree k with n vertices is a directed strongly

regular graph (dsrg) on the parameters ðn; k; m; l; tÞ if the number of directed paths of
length two from any vertex v to any vertex w is exactly l if v-w; exactly t if v ¼ w

(this may be interpreted as the number of bidirected edges adjacent to any vertex),
and exactly m otherwise (i.e., when there is no edge from v to w; even though there
may be an edge from w to v).

Directed strongly regular graphs are quite rare and there are numerous limitations
on the possible sets of parameters (see [4] for these limitations and other details
about dsrg’s). For instance, there are only 127 possible parameter sets for a dsrg with
40 or fewer vertices (for the list of possible parameters, see [11]). For many of these
parameter sets, it is not known if there is a dsrg with those parameters.

The directed strongly regular graphs we construct will be Cayley graphs.
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Definition. Let S be a subset of a group G; such that /SS ¼ G: The Cayley graph of
G; denoted CðG;SÞ; is the directed graph with elements of G as its vertices, where

g-h if and only if g�1hAS: (See e.g. [1, Section VIII.1].)

Hereafter, we will denote the identity element of a group G by eG; or simply e if the
group of which it is the identity is clear from context.

Definition. For any finite group G the group ring Z½G	 is defined as the set of all
formal sums of elements of G; with coefficients from Z: The operations + and 
 on
Z½G	 are given byX

gAG

agg þ
X
gAG

bgg ¼
X
gAG

ðag þ bgÞg

and

X
gAG

agg

 ! X
hAG

bhh

 !
¼
X

g;hAG

ðagbhÞgh:

The group ring Z½G	 is a ring with multiplicative identity e: For any subset X of G;

we use X to denote the element of Z½G	 that is the sum of all elements of X ; namely

X ¼
X
xAX

x:

Later, the following simple observation will be key:

Lemma 2.1. If G is a finite group and gAG; then

gG ¼ G:

Proof. Multiplying each of the elements of G by g simply permutes the elements of G

(i.e., the map f : G-G given by f : h/gh is a bijection). Thus fgh : hAGg ¼ G; and
the lemma follows. &

Proposition 2.3 below allows us to express necessary conditions for a Cayley graph
to be directed strongly regular in terms of the group ring. This condition was first
applied to dsrg’s by Klin et al. [9] (but see [11] for a more detailed exposition); we
sketch its proof for completeness. Most of the work is in the following lemma.

Lemma 2.2. The number of paths of length 2 from g to h in CðG;SÞ equals the

coefficient of g�1h in S
2
:

Proof. The coefficient of g�1h in S
2
is the number of ordered pairs ðs1; s2ÞAS � S

such that s1s2 ¼ g�1h: But there is a bijection between such pairs and paths g-v-h
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in CðG;SÞ; given by s1 ¼ g�1v and s2 ¼ v�1h in one direction, and v ¼ gs1 ¼ hs�1
2 in

the other direction. &

Proposition 2.3. A Cayley graph CðG;SÞ is a directed strongly regular graph with

parameters ðn; k;m; l; tÞ if and only if jGj ¼ n; jSj ¼ k; and

S
2 ¼ te þ lS þ mðG � e � SÞ:

Proof. Suppose S
2 ¼ te þ lS þ mðG � e � SÞ: By Lemma 2.2 then, the number of

paths of length 2 from g to h is: t if g�1h ¼ e; i.e. if h ¼ g; l if g�1hAS; i.e. if g-h;
and m otherwise. Since CðG;SÞ is clearly regular of degree jSj; we have that CðG;SÞ
is a directed strongly regular graph.

The reverse direction is a direct consequence of Lemma 2.2, with g ¼ e: &

3. Semidirect products

In this section, we prove our first main result (Theorem 3.3), which shows how to
construct directed strongly regular Cayley graphs whose groups are certain
semidirect products.

Definition. Let y : B-Aut A be an action of a group B on another group A: Let
A �y B be the direct product set of A and B; i.e., the set of pairs ða; bÞ of elements
aAA and bAB; with the following operation for the product of two elements

ða; bÞða0; b0Þ ¼ ða½yðbÞða0Þ	; bb0Þ:

Then A �y B forms a group of order jAj jBj with identity element ðeA; eBÞ and inverse

ða; bÞ�1 ¼ ðyðb�1Þða�1Þ; b�1Þ: This group is called the semidirect product of A and B

with respect to the action y: (See e.g. [12, Section 1.8].)

As A is isomorphic to the subgroup A � eB in A �y B; and B is isomorphic to
eA � B; we will abuse notation and write a ¼ ða; eBÞ for aAA and b ¼ ðeA; bÞ for
bAB: It is then easy to verify that ab ¼ ða; bÞ and

ba ¼ ðyðbÞðaÞÞb ð1Þ

for aAA; bAB:

Example 3.1. Let A be the cyclic group of order m; generated by element a; and let B

be the two-element group with nontrivial element b: Let yðbÞ : a/a�1; so ba ¼ a�1b:
It is then easy to verify that A �y B ¼ D2m; the dihedral group of order 2m; which was
used by Klin et al. [9], when m is odd, and by Hobart and Shaw [7] and Shaw [11],
when m is even, to generate new families of directed strongly regular graphs.
Theorem 3.3 generalizes the construction of Klin et al. to other semidirect products
(see Example 3.4).
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Example 3.2. Let Cp ¼ /aS and Cq ¼ /bS be multiplicative cyclic groups of prime

orders p and q respectively, such that p4q and qjðp � 1Þ: Let s be an integer such
that sc1 ðmod pÞ and sq � 1 ðmod pÞ; which implies sc0 ðmod pÞ: (The proof of

Lemma 4.1 will show how to find such an s:) The map bAAut Cp given by b : ai/asi

is thus an automorphism of order q; and the map y : Cq-Aut Cp given by yðbrÞ ¼ br

is a homomorphism. Then

Cp �y Cq ¼ /a; b : ap ¼ bq ¼ e; ba ¼ asbS

is a group of order pq; called the metacyclic group. (See e.g. [8, p. 99].) Theorem 3.3
applies to all metacyclic groups as a special case; see Corollary 4.4.

Definition. Recall that an orbit of an automorphism b of a group A is a set
fbrðaÞ : rAZg; where a is any element of A: The orbits of b partition A:

Definition. We will say that a group automorphism b has the q-orbit condition if each
of its orbits (other than the trivial orbit consisting only of the group identity)
contains q elements.

It is easy to see that bAAut A satisfies this condition if and only if:

bqðaÞ ¼ a; for all aAA; and ð2Þ

brðaÞ ¼ a implies qjr; for all aaeA: ð3Þ

Theorem 3.3. Let A be a finite group of order m: If some bAAut A has the q-orbit

condition, then we may construct a directed strongly regular graph with parameters

ðmq; m � 1; ðm � 1Þ=q; ððm � 1Þ=qÞ � 1; ðm � 1Þ=qÞ

as follows:
Let B be the cyclic group of order q; generated by bAB; and define y : B-Aut A by

yðbrÞ ¼ br: (It is easy to see that y is a homomorphism, as jbj ¼ jbj:) Let A0 be a set of

representatives of the nontrivial orbits of b (in other words, A0 contains exactly one

member of every orbit of b; except the orbit consisting only of the identity). Then the

Cayley graph

CðA �y B;A0 � BÞ

is a directed strongly regular graph with the parameters listed above.

Proof. Let G ¼ A �y B and S ¼ A0 � B: Since m ¼ lþ 1 ¼ t ¼ ðm � 1Þ=q in this
case, it suffices, by Proposition 2.3, to show that

S
2 þ S ¼ mG; ð4Þ

jGj ¼ n ¼ mq; and jSj ¼ k ¼ m � 1:
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In order to establish Eq. (4), first compute in the group ring Z½G	

B A0 B ¼
Xq�1

r¼0

br

 ! X
aAA0

a

 !
B ¼

Xq�1

r¼0

X
aAA0

braB

¼
Xq�1

r¼0

X
aAA0

brðaÞbrB by Eq: ð1Þ

¼
Xq�1

r¼0

X
aAA0

brðaÞB by Lemma 2:1

¼
Xq�1

r¼0

X
aAA0

brðaÞ
 !

B

¼ðA � eAÞB:
(The last equality is because A0 is a set of representatives of the nontrivial orbits
of b; and b has the q-orbit condition.) We may simplify this further by noting that

eAb ¼ ðeA; bÞ ¼ b for any bAB; so eAB ¼ B: Thus

B A0 B ¼ ðA � eAÞB ¼ A B � B: ð5Þ
Then

S
2 þ S ¼ðA0 � BÞ2 þ ðA0 � BÞ ¼ ðA0 BÞ2 þ ðA0 BÞ

¼A0 B A0 B þ A0 B

¼A0ðA B � BÞ þ A0 B by Eq: ð5Þ

¼ ðA0 AÞB

¼ð jA0jAÞB by Lemma 2:1

¼ jA0jA �y B

¼ jA0jG:

It now only remains to note that

jGj ¼ jA �y Bj ¼ jAj jBj ¼ mq;

jSj ¼ jA0 � Bj ¼ jA � feAgj ¼ m � 1; and

jA0j ¼ jSj=jBj ¼ ðm � 1Þ=q:

(The above equality jA0 � Bj ¼ jA � feAgj is again because A0 is a set of
representatives for the nontrivial orbits of b; and b has the q-orbit condition.) &

Example 3.4. Let A; B; and y be as defined in Example 3.1, and let b ¼ yðbÞ:
Note that b : ai/a�i ¼ am�i: If m is odd, the nontrivial orbits of b are all

pairs fai; am�ig ði ¼ 1;y; ðm � 1Þ=2Þ; and so in this case, b has the 2-orbit

condition. We may then choose A0 ¼ fa; a2;y; aðm�1Þ=2g; so S ¼ A0 � B ¼
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fa; a2;y; aðm�1Þ=2; ab; a2b;y; aðm�1Þ=2bg: Theorem 3.3 then states that CðD2m;SÞ is a
dsrg with parameters ð2m;m � 1; ðm � 1Þ=2; ððm � 1Þ=2Þ � 1; ðm � 1Þ=2Þ:

This specific case of Theorem 3.3 was found previously by Klin et al. [9, Section 6];
Hobart and Shaw [7] and Shaw [11] have a more elementary description of this
construction, as well as a similar construction of a directed strongly regular Cayley
graph on D2m for even m:

Example 3.5. We may generalize Example 3.4 as follows. Let A be any group with

no nontrivial involutions (i.e., aaa�1 for any aAA; except the identity). Let B and y
be as defined in Examples 3.1 and 3.4, so, once again, b : a/a�1 for all aAA; and

ba ¼ a�1b in A �y B: To pick A0; simply choose one element from each pair fa; a�1g:
The special case when A ¼ faf : fAFg; where F is a finite field of cardinality 3 mod 4;
and A0 is chosen to be far : r is a quadratic residue in Fg; was found by Fiedler et al.
[5, Subsection 3.2.2, graph G4].

The rest of the paper is concerned with finding other examples of A and b
satisfying the conditions of Theorem 3.3.

4. Applications

In this section, we find automorphisms with the q-orbit condition, and use them to
construct directed strongly regular graphs. Our second main result, Corollary 4.3,
summarizes the parameter sets of all dsrg’s so constructed.

Lemma 4.1. Let F be a finite field of order pa: If qjðpa � 1Þ; then there is an sAF such

that the automorphism b of the group ðF ;þÞ given by b : a/sa has the q-orbit

condition.

Proof. The multiplicative group of F is cyclic of order pa � 1 (see e.g. [8, Theorem

V.5.3]), say with generator u: Let s ¼ uðpa�1Þ=q; so s has multiplicative order q: Then
bqðaÞ ¼ sqa ¼ a for all aAF ; and thus b satisfies condition (2).

To show that b satisfies condition (3), assume brðaÞ ¼ a for some aAF ; aa0:
Then sra ¼ a; so sr ¼ 1; and so qjr; as s has multiplicative order q: Therefore b
satisfies condition (3). &

Proposition 4.2. If bjAAut Aj has the q-orbit condition for j ¼ 1;y;N; then

b ¼
YN
j¼1

bjAAut
YN
j¼1

Aj

 !

also has the q-orbit condition.
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Proof. First note that since each bj has the q-orbit condition, it satisfies condition

(2), so

bqða1;y; aNÞ ¼ ðbq
1ða1Þ;y; bq

NðaNÞÞ ¼ ða1;y; aNÞ:

Thus b satisfies (2) as well.
Next, to show that b satisfies condition (3), assume that ða1;y; aNÞae; i.e., there

is some j such that ajaeAj
: Then if brða1;y; aNÞ ¼ ða1;y; aNÞ; it follows that

br
j ðajÞ ¼ aj; so qjr; as bj satisfies condition (3). Therefore b also satisfies (3). &

Example 4.7 demonstrates how to construct the orbits of a product, and so
suggests a constructive proof of Proposition 4.2.

Corollary 4.3. Let m ¼ pa1
1 ypaN

N be the factorization of an integer m into prime

powers. If qjðpaj

j � 1Þ for each j; then there is a directed strongly regular graph with

parameters

ðmq; m � 1; ðm � 1Þ=q; ððm � 1Þ=qÞ � 1; ðm � 1Þ=qÞ:

Proof. For j ¼ 1;y;N; let Aj be the additive group of the finite field of order p
aj

j ;

and let A ¼
QN

j¼1 Aj: Clearly jAj ¼ m:

By Lemma 4.1, there is a bjAAut Aj with the q-orbit condition, for every j: By

Proposition 4.2, then b ¼
QN

j¼1 bjAAut A has the q-orbit condition.

The corollary now follows directly from Theorem 3.3. &

In the rest of this section, we offer several examples of dsrg’s constructed using (the
proof of) Corollary 4.3. To simplify their presentation, we introduce notation
allowing us to easily switch from an additive group to an isomorphic multiplicative

group in the obvious way. Given an additive group G; we will let aG denote the group

fag : gAGg with group operation ðagÞðahÞ ¼ agþh; similarly, for fAAut G; we will

define afAAut aG by af : ag/afðgÞ:
We will also write A �b /bS for the group A �y B constructed in Theorem 3.3 out

of group A and automorphism b; since in this construction y is defined by b; and B is
naturally isomorphic to the cyclic subgroup of Aut A generated by b:

A special case of Corollary 4.3 concerns metacyclic groups, which were defined in
Example 3.2.

Corollary 4.4. Every metacyclic group Cp �y Cq has a Cayley graph that is directed

strongly regular with parameters ðpq; p � 1; ðp � 1Þ=q; ððp � 1Þ=qÞ � 1; ðp � 1Þ=qÞ:

Proof. Following the construction of Theorem 3.3, Lemma 4.1, and Corollary 4.3,

let eAA ¼ ðZp;þÞ; and define ebbAAut eAA by ebb : i/si; where sq � 1 ðmod pÞ and

sc1 ðmod pÞ: The proof of Lemma 4.1 guarantees the existence of such an s; as

Zp is a field, and also shows that ebb has the q-orbit condition. Now let A ¼ aAeand
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b ¼ abe; thus A ¼ Cp; and bAAut Cp is defined by b : ai/asi: Of course, b has the

q-orbit condition since ebb has the q-orbit condition. It is easy to see that A �b /bS is

the metacyclic group Cp �y Cq: &

Example 4.5. Let m ¼ p ¼ 7 and q ¼ 3: The multiplicative group of Z7 is generated

by u ¼ 3; so let s ¼ uðp�1Þ=q ¼ 32 � 2 ðmod 7Þ: (Alternatively, simply note 23 �
1 ðmod 7Þ; but 2; 22c1 ðmod 7Þ:) Let A ¼ C7; and let bAAut C7 be given by

b : ai/a2i; then A �b /bS is the metacyclic group

C7 �y C3 ¼ /a; b : a7 ¼ b3 ¼ e; ba ¼ a2bS:

The nontrivial orbits of yðbÞ ¼ b are fa/a2/a4/ag and fa3/a6/a5/a3g; so
we may let A0 ¼ fa; a3g: Then S ¼ fa; ab; ab2; a3; a3b; a3b2g; and the Cayley graph
CðC7 �y C3;SÞ is directed strongly regular with parameters ð21; 6; 2; 1; 2Þ:

Example 4.6. Let m ¼ 9 ¼ 32 and q ¼ 4: The finite field of order 9 is isomorphic

to F ¼ Z3½x	=ðx2 þ 1Þ: Its multiplicative group is generated by u ¼ x þ 1; so let

s ¼ uðm�1Þ=q ¼ ðx þ 1Þ2 ¼ �x: Then let eAA ¼ ðF ;þÞ; and define ebbAAut eAA byebb : f ðxÞ/sf ðxÞ ¼ �xf ðxÞ: The nontrivial orbits of ebb are f1/� x/�
1/x/1g; and fx þ 1/� x þ 1/� x � 1/x � 1/x þ 1g:

Now let A ¼ aAe and b ¼ abe; so G ¼ A �b /bS is the group generated by a

(whose exponents are polynomials with integer coefficients) and b subject to the

relations a3 ¼ b4 ¼ ax2þ1 ¼ e; and baf ðxÞ ¼ a�xf ðxÞb: The nontrivial orbits of yðbÞ ¼
b : af ðxÞ/a�xf ðxÞ are fa/a�x/a�1/ax/ag; and faxþ1/a�xþ1/a�x�1/

ax�1/axþ1g; so we may let A0 ¼ fa; axþ1g: Then S ¼ fa; ab; ab2;

ab3; axþ1; axþ1b; axþ1b2; axþ1b3g; and the Cayley graph CðG;SÞ is directed strongly
regular with parameters ð36; 8; 2; 1; 2Þ:

Example 4.7. Let m ¼ 91¼ 7 
 13 and q ¼ 3: Let A1 ¼ C7 ¼ /a1S; A2 ¼ C13 ¼ /a2S;
and A ¼ A1 � A2 ¼ C7 � C13:

In Example 4.5, we found b1AAut C7 with nontrivial orbits fa1/a2
1/a4

1/a1g
and fa3

1/a6
1/a5

1/a3
1g; similarly, b2AAut C13 given by b2 : a

j
2/a

3j
2 has non-

trivial orbits fa2/a3
2/a9

2/a2g; fa2
2/a6

2/a5
2/a2

2g; fa4
2/a12

2 /a10
2 /a4

2g; and

fa7
2/a8

2/a11
2 /a7

2g: Since b1 and b2 have the 3-orbit condition, so does

b ¼ b1 � b2AAut C7 � C13: Then

A �b /bS ¼ðC7 � C13Þ �y C3

¼/a1; a2; b : a7
1 ¼ a13

2 ¼ b3 ¼ e; a1a2 ¼ a2a1;

ba1 ¼ a2
1b; ba2 ¼ a3

2bS:

There are 30 nontrivial orbits of yðbÞ ¼ b : ai
1a

j
2/a2i

1 a
3j
2 ; rather than list

them all, we will describe how to construct them. Every orbit is of the
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form fai1
1 a

j1
2/ai2

1 a
j2
2/ai3

1 a
j3
2/ai1

1 a
j1
2 g where O1 ¼ fai1

1/ai2
1/ai3

1/ai1
1 g and O2 ¼

fa
j1
2/a

j2
2/a

j3
2/a

j1
2 g are orbits of b1 and b2; respectively. Note that either

(but not both) of O1 and O2 may be trivial, and that there are 6 such orbits of b
where O1 or O2 is trivial, one for each of the nontrivial orbits of b1 and b2: If neither
O1 nor O2 is trivial, then there are 3 different orbits of b that can be made

from O1 and O2: fai1
1 a

j1
2/ai2

1 a
j2
2/ai3

1 a
j3
2/ai1

1 a
j1
2 g; fai1

1 a
j2
2/ai2

1 a
j3
2/ai3

1 a
j1
2/ai1

1 a
j2
2 g;

and fai1
1 a

j3
2/ai2

1 a
j1
2/ai3

1 a
j2
2/ai1

1 a
j3
2 g: Thus the remaining 24 orbits of b; where O1 and

O2 are nontrivial, may be chosen by picking one of the 2 nontrivial orbits of b1 for
O1; one of the 4 nontrivial orbits of b2 for O2; and then picking one of the 3 possible
orbits of b that can be made from O1 and O2:

We may pick the elements of A0 in a particularly nice way. From orbits of b with

nontrivial O1 (including those with trivial O2), pick ai
1a

j
2 such that ai

1AA0
1; from the

remaining 4 orbits, pick a
j
2 such that a

j
2AA0

2: (Here A0
1 and A0

2 stand for the set A0

constructed when building dsrg’s from A1 and A2; respectively.) Then it is not hard

to see that A0 ¼ A0
1A2,A0

2 ¼ fai
1a

j
2 : i ¼ 1; 3; j ¼ 0;y; 12g,fa

j
2 : j ¼ 1; 2; 4; 7g: Fi-

nally, S ¼ A0,A0b,A0b2; and the Cayley graph CððC7 � C13Þ �y C3;SÞ is directed
strongly regular with parameters ð273; 90; 30; 29; 30Þ:

5. Parameters

Table 1 lists the parameters of all new directed strongly regular graphs with at
most 100 vertices that can be constructed using Corollary 4.3. Two infinite families
of dsrg’s whose parameters fit the formula of Corollary 4.3 were already known, and
are therefore excluded:
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Table 1

Parameters of new dsrg’s, np100

ðn; k;m; l; tÞ ðm; qÞ

ð21; 6; 2; 1; 2Þ ð7; 3Þ
ð36; 8; 2; 1; 2Þ ð9; 4Þ
ð39; 12; 4; 3; 4Þ ð13; 3Þ
ð48; 15; 5; 4; 5Þ ð16; 3Þ
ð52; 12; 3; 2; 3Þ ð13; 4Þ
ð55; 10; 2; 1; 2Þ ð11; 5Þ
ð57; 18; 6; 5; 6Þ ð19; 3Þ
ð68; 16; 4; 3; 4Þ ð17; 4Þ
ð78; 12; 2; 1; 2Þ ð13; 6Þ
ð80; 15; 3; 2; 3Þ ð16; 5Þ
ð84; 27; 9; 8; 9Þ ð28; 3Þ
ð93; 30; 10; 9; 10Þ ð31; 3Þ
ð100; 24; 6; 5; 6Þ ð25; 4Þ
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When q ¼ m � 1; the parameters become ðmðm � 1Þ;m � 1; 1; 0; 1Þ; and the
corollary only applies when m is the power of a prime. Dsrg’s with these parameters
for any value of m; not just powers of primes, were constructed in [4, Section 8]. It is
a straightforward exercise to verify that the two constructions give isomorphic
graphs.

When q ¼ 2; the parameters become ð2m;m � 1; ðm � 1Þ=2; ððm � 1Þ=2Þ � 1;
ðm � 1Þ=2Þ; and m must be odd (otherwise, not only does the corollary not apply,
but ðm � 1Þ=2 is not even an integer). These dsrg’s were constructed by Klin et al. [9],
as described in Example 3.4; when m is a prime power congruent to 3 mod 4; they
were also constructed by Fiedler et al., as described in Example 3.5. When m is a
prime power congruent to 1 mod 4; dsrg’s with these parameters were constructed in
[4, Section 5], but that construction yields different graphs than the ones here (for
instance, if m ¼ 5; then t ¼ 2; and so the set of bidirected edges form a union of
cycles, which in [4, Section 5] is always a pair of 5-cycles, but here, for any choice of
A0; is a union of even cycles).

After this paper was submitted for publication, Godsil et al. [6] announced on
Brouwer’s dsrg website [2, Section 2.12, Construction T12] a construction that
generalizes ours, and which is purely combinatorial.
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